
BY ALAN JONES 

STOCK 2 SHOCK 
he Miami Ghetto bass 1 sound of rap act 2 Live 1 Crew is nothing if not 0 controversial. Their third album, 'Sports Weekend', is about to be released and its lyrics include references to sodomy, bestiality and violent sex. But, in a tradition they started with their last album, 'Move Something', 

America it was a million seller, with the dirty version outselling the clean one by 10 to one. The highlight of the new set is 'Pop That Pussy'. As 'Pop That Coochie' it debuted on the US Hot 100 at number 70 last week. Like many of their ilk, 2 Live Crew's desire to shock is greater than their desire to communicate, and lyrics lik© "suck my cock till unexpurgated version — subtitled 'As Nasty As They Wanna Be Part H' — and in a version that, to be frank, your auntie would still blush at, though rather less, tagged 'As Clean As They Wanna Be Part 11'. 'Move Something' attracted relatively few sales here, but in 

my balls go blue" show a distinct lack of intelligent thought. And yet in their more lucid moments they are a fine rap act, and the instrumental beats used to underpin their rantmgs are pretty damn funky. When they grow up, they could become one of rap's more addictive acts. 

© After consecutive Top Five hits with 'Do You Want Me' and 'Let's Talk About Sex' to add to their 1988 brace 'Push It' and 'Twist & Shout', Salt-N-Pepa are Britain's favourite female rap/pop duo. They have also been busy on the album chart. In July they reached number 70 with the clumsily titled The Hits Remixed - A Blitz Of Salt-N-Pepa Hits. It's Time For Cuts, Beats & Rhymes' while 'The Greatest Hits' reached number six three weeks ago. A careful check reveals that even though one of these albums is being marketed as a remix package, and the other simply as a hits package, all the contents of the former can be found on the latter in identical form. 'The Greatest Hits' also includes four additional tracks: 'Let's Talk About Sex', 'I Like It Like That', 'I Am Down' and the new Salt-N-Pepa single 'You Showed Me', which has already topped RIVTs Cool Cuts chart. Meanwhile, 'Let's Talk About Sex' is still a major hit after 11 weeks in the chart — but won't be one of the records to receive a boost after the Smash Hits Pollwinners Awards, screened by BBC TV a little over a week ago. Somebody at the Beeb thought its title was too racy for Sunday afternoon. 
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CONTROL-LED IMIASE 
Usually when a record by an unknown act makes its first appearance in the Top 40 it's because they've had TV exposure, heavy radio play or they have created ■ 

the clubs. None of these is particularly true of 'Dance With Me (I'm Your Ecstasy)', the introductory single by Control that debuted at number 40 last week. In fact, the record has been tremendously popular in the 

group's home county of Lancashire. I he same situation worked exceptionally well for Oceanic, the Livernnol trio whoseTnsanity' also broke in and around Manchester, and entered the chart at number 21 before most of the country was aware it even existed. It subsequently climbed into the Top 10, where it spent a highly creditible nine weeks before finally dipping below the wire this week. 

9 Currently in production, with expected release in a year, is the^animated feature film 'Strawberry Fields', which will feature a cast of characters from Lennon and McCartney songs with the songs performed by Michael Jackson, Siedah Garrett, Cyndi Lauper, Robert Palmer, Crosby, Stills & Nash, Cheap Trick, Stevie Ray Vaughan and Luther Vandross. 

as had ® Asked which act.. — most hit albums in the past few years, it's a safe bet that almost ho-one would reply "Foster and Allen". Yet the Irish duo, which first charted with 'Maggie' midway through 12g3, has notched up an qocyalled -ULohart albums in the interim, the latest of which, 'Memories', entered the chart last week. Although several cnan IcK>1 wccr\. of their albums have sold exceptionally well, they hai to reach the Top 10. They narrowly avoided this hone |l986, however, when 'Reminiscing' peaked atjl 

! still 

• The total of 31 singles that have made their chart debut inside the Top 10 this year is as stated in Music Week's Chart Focus last week, already well ahead of the 24 that did it in the whole of 1990. it's also the highest annual tally ever, beating the 1989 figure of 30. With several more weeks left, that figure is bound to increase still further. It is interesting to note that thus far in the Nineties 55 singles have debuted in the Top 10, while at the same stage of the Eighties; only 18 records had done it. 
® High chart debuts by Neil Young & Crazy Horse's 'Weld' and Slayer's 'Decade of Aggression' last week proves yet again that live albums can and often do succeed. Other live albums in the chart are Eric Clapton's '24 Nights' and 'Paul McCartney's Liverpool Oratorio', while INXS, Queensryche, Paul Simon and Poison all 
performances due before the end of the month. It's not all plain sailing however — Happy Mondays' 'Live' debuted strongly at number 21 last month, but rapidly faded from the chart, a fate that befalls many live albums. Regular studio output stands much more of a chance with the uninitiated, live sets generally tend to be bought only by people who are already fans. There are odd exceptions to the rule — for Instance Peter Frampton's 'Frampton Comes Alive', which was easily his most successful album. Generally, however, the annual spate of live albums that come out at this time are not expected to do as well as studio albums, and are simply a way of reducing the lengthy gap between studio releases and generating income from the Christmas market. 
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Ambience is still an unpopular concept in dance music, either because of its "hippy" connotations or because it just doesn't kick like a top rave tune, mate. But Ultramarine, however much they use Kevin Ayers samples in their work, are young and very much a part of the emerging London live-performing dance scene. "We've always done quite spacey stuff," admits Paul Hammond. "But I think our work is more song-orientated than The Orb." Ex-members of indie band A Primary Industry, Paul and partner Ian Cooper formed Ultramarine in 1989. 'Every Man And Woman Is A Star', their exceptional third album, encompasses a wide range of musical genres and moods, from the gorgeously laid-back sounds on 'Honey' through the twittering techno of 'Lights In My Brain' to the dub reggae vibe of 'Geezer'. The album is suited to all three stages of clubbing; before, during and after. But there has to be an underlying theme? "Well, we did have a storyboard of ideas," laughs Paul. "We had this image of a journey across America by canoe." Ultramarine; the "ambient" act you can listen to between raves without losing your credibility. Davydd Chong 

Justin Langlands and Dave Henley, clubland's latest experimentalists, are nothing short of audio landscape gardeners. They have a positively greenfingered ability to deliver earthy mellow grooves, as heard on their latest offering, 'You're Mine'. But then any track with the combined talents of Joanna Law, Galliano and Mark Cornell, currently NYC's hottest unsigned talent, is bound to bear fruit. Signed appropriately enough to Big World, Pressure Drop have scattered Indian tablas, African talking drums and even a South American rainstick on to the deliciously afrocentric SSVarpm platter. "Maybe it's a cliche, but we try to make a track with something for the mind, I body and soul," says Langlands. 'You're Mine' is just one of four tracks on Pressure Drop's EP-sampler. 'You're Mine', 'Big Noise', 'Nice Touch' and 'Gotta Make It Home' embrace live Hammond and brass, plus the percussive talents of the Brand New Heavies' Paul Daley. "It's only a taster," says hairdresser Henley, who can still be found delivering short back and sides upstairs at Kensington Market. Dom Foulsham 

1 (NEW) RHYTHM IS A MYSTERY KKIass (Deconstruction12 ) 2 (NEW) I'LL BE YOUR FRIEND Robert Owens (RCA 12") 3 (1) MY FAMILY DEPENDS ON ME Simone (Strictly Rhythm 12") 4 (2) MOVE TO THE SOUND Korda (IPalmares12') 5 (5) NIGHTBIRD/WORLD STATION Convert (BigTime12-) 6 (7) DANCE NO MORE E-IIustrious (M.0.S.12") i 7 (4) RIDE LIKE THE WIND East Side Beat (Whole 12") 8 (9) RAYBONEEP Armageddon (HUM 12") 9 (NEW) HOW DO YOU SEE ME NOW (REMIX) Extortion (Boys Own 121 10 (NEW) YOU'RE ALL I'VE WAITED 4 Jamie Principle (Smash12-) 
--- " 010 A QviJe to the hottest new club sounds, as featured on Pete Tong's Radio One FM show, The Essential Selection', broad- cast every Friday from 7.30 to 10pm. Compiled by sales returns 
['J^f A 'r0rn the ,0"0win9 record stores: City SoundsAfinyl Zone/Black ■Wr Market (London); Bloc/Underground (Manchester); 23rd 0"'- "'""t (Glasgow); 3 Beat (Liverpool). 
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Defiant and proud, Joi can be found at a point where cultures clash. Their Rhythm King debut 'Desert Storm' is uncompromising in its celebration of Asian music, yet as tough a dance track as you'll find. "We're giving Asians a sense of pride," explains Farouk. "There's a new generation out there, but what we're trying to do is nothing to do with bhangra." 'Desert Storm', its pummelling transcontinental mixture of beats already impressing DJs, is the first single since Farouk and his brother ""   Haroon produced two small-scale ventures, 'Taj Ma House' and 'Funky Asian', four years ago. , Both have long MiMfc been involved in projects which promote Bengali culture, a culture which they believe deserves more than the odd token sample, normally added to spice up a rather average tune. Davydd Chong 
'Desert Storm' is released by Transglobal/ Rhythm King on November 

( 1) YOU SHOWED ME Salt-N-Pepa 2 ( 3) FAITH (IN THE POWER OF LOVE) Rozalla 3 (NEW) RAINBOW Sly & Lovechild 
4 (NEW) LET IT REIGN Inner City Kevin Saunderson goes all hardcore with his 5 ( 5) TAKE ME UP Sound Source 6 (NEW) n_L BE YOUR FRIEND Robert Owens 
7 (NEW) JUST A TOUCH OF LOVE C&C Music Factory 
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£0^ . 
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liLllU USSfi distributed by the toiai record co. via bmg ok hhiiabaioo records cat no: wolt i r • izwolf i 12 
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Take any recent club or dance chart. Ignore the instrumentals and compare the numbers of female and male singers. The chances are that the women will out-number the men by at least three to one. For example, at the time of going to press, the Club Chart Top 10 includes records by Adeva, Ce Ce Peniston, Lisa Stansfield, Alison Limerick, Cookie Watkins, Rodeo Jones (with vocals by Jayne Tretton) and M-People (with vocals by Heather SmallL The only male representatives are Kenny Thomas, Simply Red and SL2. There is no doubt that, save for rap acts and a few soul singers, female vocalists have taken over on the dancefloor. The change is not part of any particular fad or fashion. House and garage tracks do not have to be sung by women — look back to these genres' earliest records and they are more likely to have been performed by men. There has simply been a gradual, almost imperceptible, change over the past few years. There are many theories on why it has happened, and there is an element of truth in all of them. First there is the practical point that there are more female vocalists to choose from. "That 

is certainly the case in the UK," ; says Dave Lee, who runs Republic Records and as Joey Negro produces tracks with female vocalists such as Debbie French and Pacha. "I know about five female singers that I can work with," he says, "but 1 can't think of any men." The point is echoed by Steve Long, A&R director for Pulse 8, the label behind Rozalla and Sue Chaloner. "We are quite keen to sign male vocalists," he says, "but there don't seem to be many about." Nancy Noise, DJ and club promotions person at Perfecto, points out that the situation has arisen because most UK dance producers tend not to nurture their own vocalists but simply use session singers, the vast majority of whom are female. The same situation applies to acts using sampled vocals. Apart from a few notable exceptions, such as The Peech Boys, the majority of acapellas available for them to sample are by female vocalists such as Loleatta Holloway and Candi Staton. Another important factor is that the hedonistic up-tempo house records of recent years tend to sound better with female vocals — try imagining Black Box's 'Ride On Time' with male vocals. As Dave Lee points out, using 
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DIVAS 

While the mixing desks on the club scene continue to 
be monopolised by males, it is the large-lunged 
ladies who are hogging the limelight in the Club Chart. 
Andy Beevers examines the female floor phenomenon 

male vocals can instantly give a record a more serious soulful feel. "With Frankie Knuckles using a male vocalist on 'It's Hard Sometime', the song is almost taken into the soul territory you associate with major labels and artists like Glenn Jones. "If it had a female vocal, it would have sounded more street and more poppy." Lee believes another factor which encourages the use of female vocals is that they do not have to be of a particularly high quality to sound good on a dancefloor. > 

'An OK femaie 
voice sounds 
much better 
than an OK male 
voice. Unless it 
is really good, a 
male vocal can 
sound very 
dodgy in a club' 
Dave Lee, Republic 



• Sue Chaloner (left) and Innocence' Gee Morris (below): cashing in on the dearth of male vocalists 

t> "An OK female voice ; much better than an OK male voice," he says. "Unless it is really good, a male vocal can sound very dodgy in a club." Long says a big influence has been the male domination of raves, particularly on the dancefloor, but also behind the decks. "You can get a 70% male audience," he says, "that is the crowd that Rozalla has got to by doing hundreds of PAs." It is impossible to pinpoint what prompted the female 

resurgence, but the successes of acts like Black Box, Adeva, Lisa Stansfield and Caron Wheeler with Soul II Soul have helped 
Adeva sees herself as the latest in a long line of disco divas. "It goes all the way back to Donna Summer," she says. Given the huge number of female vocalists achieving club success, it is surprising how few actually go on to establish themselves as mainstream stars. Of course, Madonna can trace 

her performing roots back to the New York clubs of the early Eighties. But of the hundreds of US house arid garage singers who have emerged in more recent years, only Adeva, and to a lesser extent Kym Mazelle have established themselves as "pop stars" in this country. All the UK-based female artists who have recently crossed over from the clubs to achieve regular chart success have tended to deliver a more soulful or 

pop-oriented sound, rather than 3 out-and-out house music. Examples include Lisa Stansfield, , Cathy Dennis, Yazz, Gee Morris of Innocence, Caron Wheeler and ; Mica Paris. There is an on-going trend in many clubs towards real songs, | be they up-tempo house songs, | garage tunes or Talkin' Loud-style tracks. With very few people prepared to buck the trend and use male vocalists, the | rise of female singers looks certain to continue. 0 
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' Z-FORMATION THE BRUTAL EP fvti 
POWERDRIVE 23 2000 AD fvt2 
MOVEMENT 16 UM-OWE-EY-AHH fvts 

coming very soon 
THE RAPING BROTHERS REACH TO THE TOP fvt4 
RED LIGHT THE RHYTHM FORMULA EP fvt5 
HELEN SHARPE GOT TO HAVE YOUR LOVE fvtb 
MIMMO MIX featuring VALERIE ETIENNE ALL YOUR LOVE fvt 7 
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mm copies of their al Prodigy's appeal is regarded as too instant to develop 

Despite the huge 
success of dance 
acts in the singles 
charts, album 
sales still elude 
them. Matthew 
Cole reports on 
those labels 
trying to lead acts 
out of the dance 
ghetto into soul's 
mainstream 

Always there" wailed Jocelyn Brown on Incognito's Top 10 hit. But she could not say the same of the Incognito album — it peaked at 44. Another of the year's dancefloor darlings — Nomad — were similarly deserted. Despite selling 300,000 singles with a number two and a number 16 hit, the album could not top 25,000. Lessons like these have become commonplace in an industry that once saw hit singles as the key to album success. And as more dance singles break into the chart, labels seem no closer to solving the dilemma. Dance accounted for 17 of the Top 40 singles in the third quarter of 1991, but has only two acts among the Top 40 albums. Dance music has opened a new route to the singles chart. But without the usual follow-on of lucrative album success the end result is more frustrating than encouraging for major labels. "Some of the majors have had 

their fingers burned," says Mick Clark, A&R director of Ten Records. "I even hear that certain major labels have told their A&R departments not to sign dance product any more." But acts such as Ten's Soul II Soul, with over 5m album sales worldwide, are a constant reminder that dance can produce lucrative long-term results. Clark's formula for success is "great songs and an act with a strongly identifiable character". And at Phonogram's Talkin' 
Broadway, new faith is placed in the old formula of songwriting talent and real musicianship. These labels form a new consensus trying to lead acts out of the dance ghetto into soul's 

Another is Chrysalis subsidiary Cooltempo. A&R director Ken Grunbaum believes that while out-and-out rave tunes such as Prodigy's 'Charly' turn up massive hits, their appeal is too instant to develop further. 

"Some of the major companies still only see dance as these one- off singles," he says. "We are trying to find the acts that can develop and cross over. They must be able to write good material and perform live." A shift towards live performance is evident across the entire spectrum of dance music. Even East London's Shut Up And Dance label, known for its hardcore rave ethos, has recently had its acts limbering up with a live strings section. The musical style best suited to this trend for "real" dance music is at the jazz and funk end of the market. And it is here that most major labels hope to find tomorrow's gold album sellers. One act in the vanguard of this new wave is The Young Disciples, whose label, Talkin' Loud, has been careful to present the act as a group rather than a faceless studio collaboration. It is all part of a process that will take far longer to succeed than their number 13 hit 

• While dance has launchecT^ few successful single artist P" albums, the genre has dominated the ^ compilation album charts. Despite j releasing 10 'Deep Heat" albums in two years, \ Telstar has been able to launch spin-offs f such as 'Thin Ice', 'Megabass' and 'Make You Sweat' to soak up extra demand. Hits are in such demand for compilation series that Dave Brooker of Rumour Records has licensed Nomad's 'Devotion' nine times. "But I don't believe it detracts from sales of the Nomad album. "It is a different ^market again," he says. 

1 The Young Disciples - 
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'Apparently Nothin'. The album 'Road To Freedom', dropped rapidly from the chart after entering at 21. "To just expect album sales straight away with dance is wrong," says Paul Martin, Phonogram's head of dance with responsibility for Talkin' Loud. "Labels need to show more commitment than that — they would with a rock act." His words are carefully chosen. Martin believes that fostering longevity means distancing acts 

from the dance scene in favour of a more mainstream approach. A similar attitude is evident at the Island labels 4th & Broadway and Gee Street. Island's head of marketing Paul McGarvey says PM Dawn's recent first album was deliberately designed to appeal outside the dance market. "The sleeve looks more like a rock album — that is what we wanted." The Young Disciples are also placed to appeal to an audience outside clubland, says Martin. 

"Their strength is that they have tunes you can hum in the bath — you just happen to be able to dance to them as well," he says. But it is not only the more soulful acts that can attract album buyers. Sony Music's C&C, Music Factory broke through with a less traditional sound but by very traditional means. "They did it by the age-old policy - three hits and you're there," says Steve Ripley, Sony's dance marketing manager. 'They became a pop act." Q 
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THE LIFE OF 

RILEY 
Teddy Riley is giving r&b a new lease 
of life with rap and hip hop fusions 
and his prediction that 'Guy rules the 
world' may yet materialise 
American producer Teddy Riley is the man responsible for giving hip hop a swing in its tail. Since the late Eighties he has steadily gained influence through his collaborations with acts such as Keith Sweat, Kool Moe Dee and Wee Pappa Girl Rappers. The terms new jack swing and swingbeat were coined from the output of Riley's own outfit Guy, which fuses gospel, r&b, jazz and rap. 

Now with the credits set to roll for producing 15 tracks in the sessions which produced Michael Jackson's new LP, Riley is very much the man of the moment. Riley was understandably keen to work with Jackson's voice: "Now I don't work with anyone who isn't a real singer," 
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he says. "I've turned down a lot of artists who are big but who I don't reckon have the ability." Riley is determined to go in the direction of real sound: "You can copy sure, if you learn and move forward. Sampling is cool if it teaches you about music, but I'm not using samples anymore. "On Kool Moe Dee's last record 'Funke Wisdom' (Jive/RCA) there are a lot of samples that I now realise were a mistake. That approach just isn't me anymore." Riley is set to give r&b a new lease of life by mixing it with rap and hip hop. And he believes his association with Jackson will give it greater credibility: "I want to take this movement to both a wider r&b audience and an older generation in addition to the young dance market." Riley believes rap has been undervalued as a musical form: "People don't realise that most rap artists have an enormous understanding and knowledge of music — especially in terms of its evolution. You can sit and talk to Ice Cube about anything from Gwen McCrae and Herb Alpert to Sun Ra and Miles Davis, And these influences all "ome out in the music." Guy sold 1 m copies of their 

eponymous debut over here while MCA reports that the follow-up 'Future' is now edging up to a similar level. Guy's recent Hammersmith 

Odeon shows and the release of a longform video should help to boost sales of the forthcoming remix version of 'Future'. "As soon as I've finished with the Jackson album it's going to be Guy rules the world," asserts Riley. "Since producing 'My Prerogative' for Bobby Brown we've learned the lesson that we've got to keep i for ourselves." Q 
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PUMPING 
Retailers fear increasing fragmentation of an overcrowded 
market could damage sales. Dom Foulsham reports 
Despite the best attempts of Bryan Adams, one third of all chart titles passing over the shop counters this year will be dance singles. But with an ever increasing quantity of dance titles packing into an overcrowded release schedule, there are fears that fragmentation of the market could ultimately damage sales. The progress of Joanna Law's Club Chart hit 'First Time (That Ever I Saw)' last summer seemed 
became the first number one" Club Chart track to fail to automatically crack the Top 40 Gallup Chart. This was a far cry from February 1988 which saw Tim Simenon's dance collective 

enter the Gallup Top Five from nowhere, with no TV, radio or widespread press coverage. The track, 'Beat Dis', had crossed over purely on the strength of its fan base. More recently after an extended period in the top slots of the Club Chart, both Sabrina Johnston and Ce Ce Peniston succeeded in reaching the Top 40, but with the Peniston track, for example, only achieving a peak at number 29. At the same time, other Top Five club tracks, including the successful pop cross-over Rozalla's 'Everybody's Free', were reported by less than half of the Record Mirror DJ returns in any one week. In 1987 dance accounted for 26% of the best-selling singles. In 1988 the figure was 27%, in 1989 28% and in 1990 one third of all the top 3,000 selling tracks 

were classified by Gallup as dance tracks. But as Darren Ensom, who handles promotions for a number of new independent dance labels including Rumour, Debut and Elicit, points out, an increased market share of dance music disguises a more fundamental problem. He says; "In the past year, the enormous increase in the number of releases has meant there is a greater choice of product within each of the dance genres of' techno, rave and soul, which in turn has meant the sales volume on a lot of garage titles has dropped dramatically. There's so much out there right now." Network director Neil Rushton has seen a similar increase, 

describing the numbers and selection of releases as "beginning to reach saturation point in some formats". John Barry, director of Eastern Bloc, one of Manchester's largest retailers, has noticed more specialisation among DJs. "A lot of DJs are specialising," he says, "because for the first time they've probably got enough current material to choose from for their particular club style. But I don't think that specialised purchasing is a particularly good thing, and many DJs are waking up to that. There's certainly a 'niche' market for pure garage DJs or rave DJs but there is a 
At Jay's Records in Cambridge, Alan Rudford reports a similar trend. Two years ago the outlet would see a dozen or so dance releases a week. Now Rudford has to deal with more 

than 40 new 12-inches a week. "The number of titles has gone up dramatically, particularly in the harder-edged techno and rave tracks," he says. "The quantity has dropped on most of those tracks to about a third of what I might have ordered about a year ago. There's certainly more diversity of choice, but with more releases I think eventually tracks will harm each other's sales volumes." While the Industrial North/Soulful South divide has become blurred with buying tastes tending to follow the larger local clubs and mix-show playlists, more British product overall is being bought. Tony Hickmott, director of Greyhound Records, one of the UK's largest record importers and distributors of dance music, says; "The last year has seen a considerable increase in British product, and it's now a large part of our business." According to Hickmott, the past year has seen both US and European imports' share of 12-inch sales at specialist shops fall from around 75% to between 40% and 50% of turnover. While UK labels are now committed to pumping out more dance product, Brian Harris of Jolley Harris Jolley, the independent production house whose acts Include Innocence, cautions: "As labels find it harder to make sufficient returns on increasingly shorter-term dance acts, the less likely they are to develop dance acts for the long term. They will simply lose interest. With a considerably stronger independent record distribution network than was ever available during the previous dance boom of the middle to late Seventies, a sudden collapse in the market on the same scale is implausible. The boom is unlikely to be followed by a sudden slump. For now the beat goes on. jQj 
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One company that has capitalised on one of the most rarefied of dance genres is React Music with its 'Reactivate' series of Belgian techno compilations. Label manager Thomas Foley says 'Reactivate' was based on the realisation that there was a gap in the UK market for the Belgian material. "Many of their creations were selling 10,000-15,000 copies in the UK on import but were ignored by UK dance labels," he says. 'Reactivate Volume I The Belgian Techno Anthems' was thus licensed direct from Belgium, apart from one track, T99's 'Anasthasia', which had already been picked up by Beggars Banquet label XL Recordings and went on to reach 14 in the singles chart. The album reached 13 in the compilation chart and its successor, 'Volume II Phasers on Full' peaked at number 9. Now Foley is hoping for an even higher chart position for Volume III, out on November 25. Foley is convinced techno has a future. "The European acts are the creative leaders," he says. "Let's face it — London and New York no longer exclusively control the dance scene." 
• Counter attack: (clockwise from top) Tim Simenon's Bomb The Bass, Rumour's Omar, Joanna Law, Ce Ce Peniston and Rumour's Tricky Disco 
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